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Lesson Focus 

1. Standards Addressed 2. Content to be Learned 
3. Mathematical 
Practices 

4. Essential Question 

K.OA.1  Represent addition and 

subtraction with objects, fingers, 

mental images, drawings (simple not 

detailed), sounds (claps), acting out 

situations, verbal explanations, 

expressions or equations.   
Note:  It was decided to remove the score 

through expressions and equations because 

this standard was only going to be 

revisited once more Q3 Unit 3.3 

(subtraction).  

�Represent addition in a variety of 

ways including objects, fingers, 

simple drawings, sounds, acting it 

out, verbal explanations. 

�Record the expressions or 

equations (number sentence) that 

relate to the addition representation. 

����SMP2 Reason 

abstractly and 

quantitatively.  

�SMP4 Model with 

mathematics.   

�How would you represent this 

addition problem using (objects, your 

finders, drawings, sounds or by acting 

it out)? 

�How would you represent this 

addition problem using an expression 

or equation? 

�How would you explain with words 

what is happening in this addition 

problem? 

5. Prerequisite Knowledge 6. Essential Vocabulary  
7. Possible 
Misconceptions 

8. Necessary Materials 

����Counting to 40. 

�Modeling/representing numbers to 

20. 

�Meaning of more. 

Object 

Mental image 

Simple drawing 

Act it out, sounds 

Verbal explanations 

Expression, equations (number 

sentence) 

More 

Add, plus (and,+) 

=  “is equal to”  

 

����Counting the same 

“object” twice or 

loosing track of the 

count. 

�Not trusting the 

count. 

OnCore Lessons 43 – 45 
Student pages 85 – 90 

Investigations Unit 6  
Misc Activities Investigation 2 

SAB page 58 

Investigation 2 Session 3.1  

SAB page 60 

K-5 Math Resources:  Sec#1 e-book 
 

http://www.k-

5mathteachingresources.com/support-

files/k-2-addition-and-subtraction-

strategies-preview.pdf 
 

K-5 Activities 
Addition Plate 

How Many Bears in the Cave? 

Unifix Towers 

Make 5 on the Five Frame� 



Instruction 

9. Instruction Practices (What are the teachers doing) 10. Learning Practices (What are the students doing) 
Teachers will guide students through many different strategies that 

will help them understand how to represent addition.  They will 

provide experiences with everyday classroom objects to model 

putting together and adding on/to.  Teachers will help students 

understand the concept of addition by acting out .  They will relate 

the acting out to the mathematical action by using the language 

that is taking place.  Teachers will begin to have students represent 

these situations with expressions and equations (see Note).  The 

OnCore Lessons 43 – 45 show how to build student understanding 

of the plus and equal sign.  Teachers may use activities from 

Investigations Unit 6:  Inventory Bags with different objects, 

dominoes, Roll and Record or any of the additional resource pages 

that have been provided to reinforce this concept.   

The students will practice different strategies of representing addition.  

They will use objects, pictures, sounds, acting out and explanations of 

the adding on or putting together situations.  They will begin to write 

expressions and/or equations for their representations.  In doing this 

they will improve their understanding of the equal sign and addition. 

Using the OnCore student pages they will slowly begin to write these 

equations on their own.  Their teachers will provide them with 

additional practice using activities from Investigations of the K-5 math 

resource materials.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grade K 
Unit Unit Title Lesson Day 

2.4 
Representing Addition 
Problems 

2 of 2 7 - 12 

Lesson Focus 

1. Standards 
Addressed 

2. Content to be Learned 3. Mathematical Practices 4. Essential Question 

K.OA.2 Solve addition and 

subtraction word problems, 

and add and subtract within 

10, e.g., by using objects or 

drawings to represent the 

problem. 

���� Solve addition word problems within 10 

by using objects or drawings to represent 

the problem. 

�Record the equation (number sentence) 

that is being represented by the objects or 

drawings. 

����SMP2 Make sense of problems 

and persevere in solving them. 

����SMP2 Reason abstractly and 

quantitatively.  

�SMP4 Model with mathematics. 

����What strategies can you use to 

solve an addition problem?   

����How does representing an 

addition problem with objects or 

pictures help you to write an 

expression or complete an 

equation (number or addition 

sentence). 

5. Prerequisite 
Knowledge 

6. Essential Vocabulary  7. Possible Misconceptions 8. Necessary Materials 

����Addition within 10. 

����Knowing and 

understanding how to use 

the strategies in Lesson 1.  

����Understand and know 

how to use the symbol for 

addition (+) and equal to 

(=).   

Equation, number or addition sentence ����Counting the same “object” 

twice or loosing track of the 

count. 

�Not trusting the count. 

OnCore Lesson 49 
Student pages 97 & 98 

Investigations Unit 6 INV 3  
Session 3.3 Addition Ex Only 

SAB pages 63, 65, 66, 68, 69, 70 

Mathwire Links: 
 

http://mathwire.com/problemsol

ving/kfood.pdf 
 

http://mathwire.com/problemsol

ving/kwinterfun.pdf 

Instruction 

9. Instruction Practices (What are the teachers doing) 10. Learning Practices (What are the students doing) 
Teachers will guide students as they begin to solve addition problems.  

They will provide them with varied real world practice examples and 

model how to represent with objects, simple pictures and then to 

record with an equation (number sentence/addition sentence). Focus 

on each part of the addition problem:  Number + number = number 

Students will solve addition word problems within 10 using objects, 

simple drawings to represent the problem.  They will record the 

representation with an equation (number or addition sentence).  

They will practice using varied problem solving tasks from OnCore, 

Investigations or mathwire.   

 


